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I

D

t took some time. However it is finally here. It is What’s
Next Magazine. What’s Next is a youth oriented magazine which aims to provide the youth of this nation with
reliable and accurate information. The intention is to ensure that the youth of St. Lucia are well informed on a
host of national issues.
What’s Next will serve as a platform for government
ministries and departments, more so the Ministry of Youth
Development and Sports and the Ministry of Education,
that wish to supply information as it pertains to the youth.
What’s Next will examine government policies and legislation in relation to their impact on the youth. As it relates
to legislation, What’s Next will seek the services of legal
minds to provide layman’s explanations and interpretations of the legislation. It has often been said that government policies and legislation are most times written in a
language that the ordinary man on the street would not
understand. This magazine hopes to bring a measure of
relief in this regard.
The magazine will provide an avenue for the National
Youth Council to keep the public and its members well
informed. Health sector professionals will be approached
to deal with issues facing our youth.
Through this magazine it is hoped that young agriculturists will acquire valuable information that can assist
them in their profession.
What’s Next will also feature outstanding youth in our
various communities.
This magazine will cover all issues confronting our youth.
It will go where no other magazine has gone before. It
will tackle issues others dare not touch. This magazine will
not be the usual entertainment and fashion magazine
that are commonplace. It is and will be different. Its primary goals are education and information.
Youth and the St. Lucian population in general are invited to have a read and let us know what you think.
Provide us with feedback as to how we can improve on
this product. Give What’s Next suggestions as to issues
that should be highlighted. With your input and support,
What’s Next can and will become the next big thing.

ear Reader, It is with a great sense of achievement, pride, humility, profound gratitude and
much pleasure, I take in presenting to you the
first publication of our magazine entitled, “What’s Next”.
The idea of a magazine originated from the staff of
the National Printing Corporation (NPC) as a way of
challenging ourselves to serve a greater purpose and a
wider audience. Consequently, the idea came about
during a brain storming activity. The magazine is specifically geared towards the youth of our country, providing current, relevant and factual information, that would
aid in decision making or have some positive impact on
their lives.
As anticipated moving from the idea stage to reality
was not an easy process but proved rather challenging.
However because we were so convince of the necessity for the magazine we were successful at over coming every hurdle. Through it all, we had with us a partner
equal to the task, fully committed and well focus, The
National Youth Council.
Therefore, and as a result of this collaboration and
partnership, we would like to place on record our deepest appreciation and thanks to the entire executive of
the National Youth Council (NYC).
Equally so, we must recognize the efforts and contributions of the following agencies and persons towards the
realization of this magazine: Ms. Daina Augier and Mr.
Perry Thomas of the National Initiative for Creating Employment (NICE), Mr. John Sealy, the magazine’s Editor
from the Ministry of Education, Mr. Mustapha Felicien of
The National Skills and Development Centre (NSDC) and
Ms Maundy Lewis of the Ministry of Youth and Sports. We
also want to recognize the efforts and contributions of
personnel from the Ministry of Tourism, Ministry of Agriculture, Wellness Innovators, Ms Lianda Aimable and Ms
Patricia Valcin, Secondary School Councillors and lastly
but by no means least Mr. Andy George, President of the
Saint Lucia Bar Association.
To everyone else involved in this publication, I say
thank you and to you our readers we would like to hear
from you as we aim to better serve you.

John Sealy
Editor

Edmund Regis
Manager, National Printing Corporation
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Rinalia Abdul Rahim Reprint from “Network for Youth in Transition”

oung people are the world's
largest resource in development. Forty percent of the
world's population is under 20
years of age and over 1 billion people
are between the ages of 15 and 25.
In some developing countries, youth
constitute more than two thirds of the
population.
Young people who are given early
access to information and communications technologies (ICT) tend to become early adopters and adapters of
the technologies, skills valued for spurring innovation and economic growth.
Youth are at the forefront of societal
transformation through ICT because
technology is what they have grown up
with, what they know more about than
their parents, and what gives them an
edge. With the Internet, young people
have acquired a powerful new tool to
connect, communicate, innovate and
take action on things that matter to
them on a scale that transcends their
locality, making them global actors.
Young people's high level of social
consciousness are often underestimated, but they care about many things
including climate change and the environment, the spread of HIV and other
diseases, economic inequality and the
lack of employment opportunities, social justice and human rights. Because
of their ideals, those among them who
are proficient with ICT and are motivated to create change have a propensity for linking the use of the technologies
to development goals. However, without entrepreneurial skills, they lack the
necessary ability to sustain their efforts
and overcome challenges that stand
in their way.
As enablers of ICT-facilitated development and as social entrepreneurs
who want to make a difference in the
world, empowered youth can be a potent force for change. Yet there are still
few strategies and initiatives that truly
empower young people to become
leaders in creating sustainable social,
environmental and economic impact
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worldwide. There are many initiatives
that engage youth through conferences
and connect them for virtual networking, but few go on to provide a comprehensive support structure that enables
youth to create development impact for
themselves and for others.
The World Summit on the Information Society in 2003 acknowledged that
young people are the future workforce,
leading creators and early adopters of
ICT, and that they must be empowered
as learners, developers, contributors, entrepreneurs and decision-makers. The
reality is that some young people are
already part of the global workforce
due to poverty and circumstances. A
large number of them are unable to find
employment. The International Labour
Organization reported 76 million youth
were unemployed in 2008, comprising
40% of total world unemployment. Little
progress has been made in improving
the position of youth in the labor market
and young people still suffer disproportionately from a deficit of decent work
opportunities. Moreover, youth who are
employed often work long hours under
informal, insecure and intermittent work
arrangements characterized by meager
earnings, low productivity and reduced
labor protection. The issue of youth employment is and will continue to be an
important variable when considering effective youth empowerment strategies
and it makes a focus on entrepreneurship critical.
To break the cycle of poverty and
unleash youth potential in creating
change for themselves and for society,
a multiple focus on ICT, learning (formal or informal), and entrepreneurial
skills development is required, but this
alone is not enough. Mechanisms that
facilitate youth action, support their
learning and help them mobilize resources are also needed.

Community Building

Young people need support networks that can help them communicate, draw inspiration and gather re-

sources to take action. These networks
include not just their peers who share
the same interests, but also mentors
and others who support their cause.
To facilitate the emergence of a global community and network of and for
young people working on ICT policy
and practice, there is a need for NYCs
to initiate and supported various youth
networking and community-building
initiatives involving face to face as well
as online interactions.

Knowledge Generation and Sharing

As young people gain experience
and move on to other things, they often take their valuable experiences
with them, leaving others to relearn the
lessons of the past. To ensure continuity of learning, it is important to have
mechanisms for capturing the lessons
from the past as knowledge resources
as well as to share that knowledge as
widely as possible. This will require generated knowledge resources based on
programmatic experiences that can
help young people learn from past initiatives. The resources should include a
series of guidebooks on a wide range
of topics such as how to develop national youth campaigns based on
youth activism during the World Summit
on the Information Society; how young
people can build communities and
engage in Internet Governance issues
at the national level; and how to plan
social enterprises and solve problems
innovatively.
A wikipedia for young social entrepreneurs, which serves as a dedicated
and expandable knowledge resource,
has been developed under the YSEI
program and can be utilized by NYCs
worldwide. Moreover, ICT success stories based on the projects of young
people worldwide have also been published and disseminated widely. Complementing the knowledge resources
are inspiring peer-to-peer, face-to-face
knowledge sharing activities targeted
at young leaders in ICT where they
learn from each other's experience and
build their network of peers.

Regional Qualifications for

St. Lucian Artisans

T

he Ministry of Education of St.
Lucia has received permission
from the Council on Human Social Development (COHSOD),
a ministerial subcommittee of Caricom, to award deserving artisans
the Caribbean Vocational Qualifica-

tion, data operations, photography
and camera operations.
These qualifications would allow St.
Lucian nationals to travel throughout member states of Caricom plying their trade without the usual work
permit requirement. According to

“The CVQs are work place based qualifications as they take into
account what the artisans are able to do and can be obtained without
going through any rigid academic programme. This would mean that
a carpenter, a mason etc could receive their Caribbean Vocational
Qualifications (CVQ) based on their ability to perform certain skills.”
tion (CVQ). St. Lucia was allowed to
award the qualifications in over fifty
(50) areas which fall under four broad
subjects; namely, Agriculture, Information and Communication Technology, Construction and the Hospitality Industry and their related fields.
Some of those areas include bartending, restaurant server, cosmetology, carpentry, masonry, painting,
agro-food processing, crop produc-

Mrs. Estellita Rene of the T-VET Unit of
the Ministry of Education, the holders
of the Caribbean Vocational Qualification would now have a document
which would serve as their passport
through the Caribbean Single Market
and Economy (CSME).
The CVQs are work place based
qualifications as they take into account what the artisans are able to
do and can be obtained without

going through any rigid academic
programme. This would mean that
a carpenter, a mason etc could receive their Caribbean Vocational
Qualifications (CVQ) based on their
ability to perform certain skills.
The decision to give St. Lucia the
go ahead was taken at a COHSOD
meeting held in Guyana on the 23rd
and 24th May 2013. St. Lucia was
able to demonstrate its ability to provide the necessary quality assurance
to undertake such an initiative.
The standards for the CVQs were
purchased from the Jamaica HEART
Trust National Training Association and
approved by the Caribbean Association of National Training Agencies, an
association recognized by Caricom.
In St. Lucia, the standard were further
validated and approved by the local
Industry Advisory Committee which is
made up of experts in the various fields.
Persons who wished to be certified
may call the Ministry of Education at
telephone number 468-5271 to get
relevant information.
WHAT’S NEXT | ISSUE 1
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MINISTRY OF TOURISM, HERITAGE AND CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

TOURISM AWARENESS AND SENSITIZATION

T

he vision of the Ministry of Tourism, Heritage and Creative Industries is stated as “Saint Lucia
is recognized internationally as
having a unique, competitive and
high quality product that meets the
expectations of visitors that will be
sustained by a well-trained and customer-focused workforce and where
the benefits generated by tourism are
widely shared”.
The Ministry has also recognized the
importance of education and sensitization for the tourism industry. In light
of this, one of the core functions of
the Ministry of Tourism is its Tourism Education and Public Awareness Mandate. The Ministry has for many years
recognized the need for educating

persons on the importance of the industry to Saint Lucia. With the myths
associated with the industry in relation
to its economic benefits, contribution to social development and job
opportunities, it was felt that Tourism
education activities be strengthened
to improve the attitudes and perceptions about the industry.
The main components of the education portfolio are:
TOURISM LECTURES: As part of tourism education, the Ministry organizes lectures at various schools and
institutions, the aim of which is to
impart knowledge and also engage students in discussion about
industry.

NATIONAL TOURISM PUBLIC SPEAKING COMPETITION: Held annually,
the overall objective of the competition is to select an outstanding
speaker who is capable of combining clear thinking and conversational speaking into a dynamic
and interesting presentation. The
winner of this serves in the capacity of Junior Minister for Tourism and
ultimately represents Saint Lucia at
the annual Caribbean Tourism Organization (CTO) Youth Congress.
The past two years saw Saint Lucia’s
Junior Ministers of Tourism sharing the
spotlight with their respective Ministers
of Tourism, engaging in tourism related activities and being the voice of
the youth for tourism.

Florida Caribbean Cruise
Association (FCCA) Foundation Essay Competition: This

regional competition is held annually
and provides students ages 12 to 16
yrs the opportunity to produce written
work on various tourism-related topics.

2011 3RD PLACE –
JUNIOR DIVISION

Florida Caribbean Cruise Association Children’s
Environmental Poster Competition: This regional competition

seeks to promote environmental awareness and is targeted at students
aged 12 to 16 years. Through the various primary and secondary schools,
students are encouraged to produce creative art work depicting various
themes relating to the environment.

2013 Poster Entries

GEORGE LOUIS –
SALTIBUS COMBINED

JUNIOR MINISTERS OF TOURISM
2013-2014

Ms. Renita Shivnauth - is the 2013/14
winner of the national Tourism Public Speaking Competiton held at the
Royal St. Lucian by Rex Resort held
in July 2013. She will serve as Junior
Minister for Tourism for the period and
will represent St. Lucia at the 2013
Caribbean Tourism Association Youth
Congress in Martinique from October
16th-18th 2013.

(From left to right) 2nd placeQuilee Simeon (SMC),
Permanent Secretary
Mr. Donovan Williams,
winner - Renita Shivnauth (SJC)
and 3rd place - Devon Gabriel (SMC)
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2012-2013

Mr. Keith Isaac – Graduant of the
Saint Mary’s College, Mr. Isaac represented Saint Lucia at the CTO Youth
Congress in St. Kitts from October 1012, 2012, where he spoke on the topic
‘Sports Tourism’

Keith Isaac (Junior Minister for Tourism
2012-2013) with Hon. Lorne Theophilus
(Minister for Tourism, Heritage and
Creative Industries)

2011-2012

Ms. Blossom Anna-Marie Dayna Fregis
– Former student of the St. Joseph’s
Convent and Sir Arthur Lewis Community College, Division of Arts, Science
and General Studies. Ms. Fregis represented Saint Lucia at the CTO Youth
Congress in St. Martin from September 15-17, 2011 and delivered on the
topic ‘Sustainable Tourism’

Blossom Anna-Marie Dayna Fregis
(Junior Minister for Tourism
2011-2012) with former Minister
of Tourism (Allen Chastanet)

Cheque Presentation - From left to right
(3rd place winner George Lewis and
his mother, teacher from the Saltibus
Combined, Dir. Product Development
Mrs Anne – Margaret Adams)

2013 winner (Junior Division)
Zayne Fontinelle –
Carmen Renee Memorial School

2013 winner (Senior Division)
Sophie Klein –
VFCSS Campus A

2012 WinnER – Junior Division

2011 FINALIST – KESAN SAMUEL

Kesan Samuel:
Finalist for 2011FCCA Essay Competition
with Director of Product Development,
Ms. Anne- Margaret Xavier

Chrisan Joseph –
Dugard Combined
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Lavorne Taffany Verdant

K

nown to many as a proponent for social development, a stickler for timely
and efficient completion of
tasks and purple lover, Miss
Lavorne Taffany Verdant hails from
the town of Gros Islet. Now in her
twenties, this vivacious and loquacious young lady is Saint Lucia’s 2012
outstanding professional in Youth
Development and 2012 Youth of the
Year.
Miss Verdant has been working
within youth circles for over ten years
now, is currently the First Vice President of the Saint Lucia National Youth
Council, the Treasurer of the Gros Islet Youth Council, a Public Relations
Officer for the Commonwealth-Caribbean Adolescent Human Rights
Network and Saint Lucia’s female
Commonwealth Youth Ambassador.
Other pursuits of this ‘involved
youth’ have included her being a
member of groups such as the Saint
Lucia Girl Guides Association, Saint
Lucia Shotokan Karate Association,
Caribbean Youth Environment Network, the Gros Islet Community Action Group, the Young Angels Dance
Group and served as an executive
member of the Saint Lucia Student
Association in Jamaica.
Lavorne is a trained public speaker
and is a repeat youth parliamentarian. In 2011 she served as the Youth
Governor General in the Youth Parliament proceedings.
Over the years her training opportunities and representational stints
have allowed her to travel extensively throughout the Caribbean as
well as some metropolitan countries
as England, France and the United
States of America.
Miss Verdant who also volunteers
with the CARE ADP Centre in Gros
Islet views youth development as an
ideal platform to reduce the chasm
between youth apprehension and rebellion and progressive societal prospects. Quite recently she has been
involved as coordinator and facilitator of several local and regional workshops aimed at youth development.
6
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This jovial Aries describes herself as
family-oriented and a lover of life, and
humbly admits to her academic accolades. The aspiring management
professional pursued her high school
education at the Castries Comprehensive Secondary School, where
she graduated as class valedictorian. She then went on to study at the
Division of Arts, Science and General
Studies, Sir Arthur Lewis Community
College and most recently acquired
an Actuarial Science degree (Hons.)
from the University of the West Indies, Mona Campus, where she was
on the Dean’s list. At Sir Arthur Lewis
Community College she was the
recipient of the Principal’s Scholar-

ship for Academic Excellence. She
also attained the Level One Actuarial Science class award while at
Mona Campus. Those awards were
received even while Lavorne continued her involvement in youth developmental programmes at those
academic institution.
All her actions she says are based
on an intrinsic fascination and appreciation of penetrative youth-centered policies as youth (who make
up 70% of the total Saint Lucian population) continue to be disproportionately affected by all societal ails.
Verdant surmised that while she is
still mapping out the plans for her life,
she is going to continue enjoying life

making time to just relax. She is however currently working on various
initiatives locally and regionally to
ascertain buy-in from various stakeholders and garner the necessary
support for grass-roots projects. Miss
Verdant confessed that numerous
youth advocates have facilitated
her transition into the demanding
yet rewarding field of youth development, a field that she says has
heightened her social consciousness
of numerous social issues. She also
spoke highly of her family, particularly her parents, who she describes
as providing her with the necessary
support that money could never
pay for.
WHAT’S NEXT | ISSUE 1
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NICE TO TARGET YOUNG
PEOPLE TO BOOST THE
AGRICULTURAL SECTOR

T

he National Initiative to Create
Employment (NICE) will, as early
as September 2013, formalize
a cooperation agreement with the
Ministry of Agriculture, Food Production, Fisheries and Rural Development
to launch the Farm Labor Support
Program (FLSP) which is designed to
stimulate the Agricultural Sector. This
will be undertaken through the utilization of specially trained and skilled
personnel to work on those farms that
have been dormant, inactive or underdeveloped; or have been forced
to close within the past six (6) months
or longer, due to the unavailability of
skilled labour and/or the high cost of
production.
In its initial phase, the program will
target 150 young people who have
an interest in Agriculture and more
specifically, farming. Must one have
a background or experience in the
industry to qualify for this program?
“Not necessarily,” explains Perry Thomas, Project Coordinator with the
NICE Project. “Having experience in
the Sector is seen more as an asset
than a requirement. This Program is

DECISION
MAKING

D

ecision Making is an important part of everyday life.
We make decisions all the
time. Some are easy. Some
are tough. Decision making becomes
easier when we learn the skills for making them. Decision making skills are
the keys that help you make the best
choice for you. They help you to be
logical in your thinking. They require a
step-by-step approach and they help
you resist pressure. Finally they allow
you to discover new ways of doing
things and to be proud of them.
You will not always make the right
8
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"NICE, NSDC and
Agriculture Reps
finalizing FLSP MOU"
designed to provide all selected participants with specialized technical
training which will enable them to
better serve the farms on which they
work.” Thomas describes the training
as ‘holistic’, as there will also be a focus on productivity enhancement.
Resources for the 3-month training
component of this Program will be
pulled from the NSDC as well as the
Ministry of Agriculture.
The Farm Labor Support Program,
which is yet another undertaking
by the NICE PMU, will run for an initial period of one year in 6 agricul-

Yes

No

decision, but using decision making
skills will help in making the right decision more likely. The Decision Making
Process involves
(1) IDENTIFY THE PROBLEM/SITUATION
(2) THINK OF ALL THE ACTIONS YOU
CAN TAKE
(3) GATHER INFORMATION ON THE
PROBLEM
(4) CONSIDER THE CONSEQUENCES –
NEGATIVE & POSITIVE
(5) MAKE A CHOICE
(6) TAKE ACTION.
IF YOU ARE NOT HAPPY WITH THE
DECISION YOU HAVE MADE, GO BACK

tural regions including Canaries,
Babonneau, Dennery, Micoud and
the
South/Southwestern
regions
of Canelles to River Doree. It is anticipated that the re-activation of
non-operational farms will not only
enhance employment opportunities
within the sector, but will inevitably
contribute to the decrease in the island’s high food import bill.
Interested applicants can complete an application form on www.
nicejobs.govt.lc or visit the NICE
office at the Blue Coral Building on
Bridge Street in Castries.

Maybe
TO STEP ONE AND BEGIN AGAIN!
When you have a decision to
make it is very important that you do
not procrastinate, take unnecessary
action, be stubborn and or let your
emotions get in the way.
Good decision making involves
skill not chance and it is a personal
choice. In making good decisions
that are best for you, you need to
identify your values, follow the decision making steps, take responsibility
for the decision that you make and
seek help.

Happy Decision Making!

H

I AM BEAUTIFUL, IT'S TRUE

i there Young ones, Please allow me to introduce myself,
I am the perfect combination of Ms. Felicia Montoute
(Dental Hygienist, poet), Nurse Naomie
Grandison (Registered Nurse and performance artist) and Dr. Andre Matthew (Medical Doctor and fitness freak).
I am a team of health care practitioners
whose mission is to create a culture of
health awareness in St. Lucia.
I have visited all the secondary
schools on the island and I saw many
beautiful young people (young men
and young women). I fell deeper and
deeper in love with each and every
one of you. WHAT'S NEXT, yes this
magazine which you are presently
reading is where we will meet on
every publication.
I am so excited!!!! So finally who am
I???? Some people call me "Los Innovadores del Bienestar". No I'm not
Cuban, I'm not Mexican and I'm not
Puerto Rican. I am wholly and solely
ST. LUCIAN. So in Lucian language I
am called....

WELLNESS INNOVATORS

So! Now that we've made a formal
introduction let's get down to business.
I AM BEAUTIFUL. I AM BEAUTIFUL.
I AM BEAUTIFUL........... Yes, I heard
you loud and clear, you just said that
you are beautiful 3 times. Let's try that

again. I AM BEAUTIFUL. Say it louder...
I AM BEAUTIFUL, one last time, I AM
BEAUTIFUL!!!!!!!!!
I believe you and can I tell you a secret in your ears...........? I think you're
right. You are beautiful, adorable,
priceless, blessed, a work of art; all of
that and more because you are made
in the image and likeness of God Almighty! No one can ever take that
away from you. Nothing in your past,
your present or your future can ever
"ugly" you. Have you ever seen an ugly
diamond (straight face)? Nope. Dirty
it, step on it, try to crush it to pieces
and it will still be beautiful, it will still be
diamond. So shine like a diamond.
Ok, time for some serious stuff, the
part all of you have been waiting for
so patiently.
Why did 3 young health care professionals, WELLNESS INNOVATORS,
take time from their busy schedules
to go to every school on the island?
Come on, take a wild guess.............!
Is it because the AIDS Pandemic is
wreaking havoc among our teenagers and young adults.........? No!
Is it because many St. Lucian teens
like yourself are depressed and some
of them are even taking their own
lives.........? No!
Is it because teenagers are not
brushing their teeth.........? Hell No!

The answer is a straight forward
one........
Because WELLNESS INNOVATORS
loves YOU! And I wanted to show
you just how much. So I decided to
try to reach out to every one of you
in person, yes I came to visit you at
your school. From Gros-Islet Secondary School in the north to Vieux Fort
Secondary School campuses A and
B in the south. I did all this driving so I
could teach you how to take care of
your precious self because I so desperately want you to stay beautiful
and keep shining bright like a diamond all your years.
So you see.......... You're Beautiful,
you're beautiful, you're beautiful, it's
true :) :) :)
Until we meet again................... :(
I'm missing you already (crying), farewell, keep shining........................
Sincerely,
WELLNESS INNOVATORS
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NDSC

Leads The
Charge In

Training

F

resh emphasis has been
placed upon job and life skills
training in St. Lucia. With a
relatively high level of unemployment and especially so among
the youth, measures are being taken
to tackle the situation.
In this age it is absolutely essential for workers to have the ability to
quickly assimilate new knowledge
and display a customer service oriented attitude. While experience
will count when employers are hiring, employers are also searching for
persons who can adapt to changing
situations, persons who can and are
prepared to learn and learn quickly
as well as persons who understand
and promote customer relations.
This is what we as a nation and people must strive towards.
An unskilled human resource is
unacceptable. There is not a more
important asset for St. Lucia than the
St. Lucian citizen. But, to nurture St.
Lucian citizens into a highly skilled
man or woman there needs to be
an overt insistence in creating viable
worker training (and re-training) programs, and then, a subsequent focus
on creating new business opportunities and revenue streams, allowing
for higher employment numbers.

10
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The two go hand-in-hand in the
creation of a high-growth economy,
and it is this renewed focus on the
subject of training that signals the
start of a prioritization of human resource development in the country.
To this end, there is not a better positioned institution to lead the charge
in this new era than the National Skills
Development Centre (NSDC).
Over the last decade, since the official opening of the Centre’s training
doors in 2001, the NSDC has trained
over 9000 ( and counting) St. Lu-

cians. Upon graduation, many have
gone on to become the small business owners, respected chefs, savvy
I.T. Specialists, responsible receptionists and front-line staff that the
country is clearly in dire need of; but
more importantly, the young men
and women have now become
the building blocks of the future.
They have entered the economy
in a positive way, and are increasingly representative of the very best
of what the next generation has to
offer-- community leaders.

New Mindset for a New Agriculture

T

he agricultural sector is one of
Saint Lucia’s main engines which
promote growth and socio-economic development. It provides
employment for thousands of locals
and plays a major role in the islands
food security efforts. Agriculture also
contributes substantially to Saint Lucia’s foreign exchange earnings. In
light of these facts, the Ministry of Agriculture, Food Production, Fisheries and
Rural Development on August 16th
2011 launched the Youth Agric Entrepreneurial Project in Saint Lucia, the
aim of which is to attract young business minds into the field of agriculture.
The Youth Agric-Entrepreneurial
Project seeks to empower young

Improved technology in Agriculture

people ages 18 to 35 by providing
them with opportunities to make a
living for themselves and their families. The problem of unemployment
among our youth is a major concern
and it is expected that through this
youth project the unemployment issue will be addressed. Another major
concern within the sector is the aging situation of our farmers and other
agriculturists which, it is hoped, that
through the YAEP, will be reversed.
This Youth Project will include a
mentorship program to provide
technical support to individuals or
groups to help promote agricultural production and agribusiness
development among young entrepreneurs. They will be guided every
step of the way by technical officers from within the agricultural sec-

tor to ensure that the enterprises are
lucrative and viable. The YAEP aims
to ensure that agriculture is a feasible alternative to other professions in
the world of business.
During the initial launch of the
Youth Agric Entrepreneurial Project,
it was remarked that the changes
taking place in the global environment required that Saint Lucia take
the necessary steps at transforming
its agriculture sector if we were to integrate into the global economy. To
achieve this it was felt that St. Lucia
required an overall improvement in
its local human resource engaged in
the sector. At that launch the point
was also made that agriculture re-

their own business is the availability
of resources. These obstacles were
factored in when the project was
being developed. Approximately
one thousand acres of prime agricultural lands that are vacant will be
made available by the Saint Lucian
Government to the targeted group
of 150 young men and women under the project. Roseau, Augier,
Beausejour, River Doree and the
Mabouya Valley are the five key areas where this project will be implemented. Landless individuals, the unemployed and graduates of the Sir
Arthur Lewis Community College will
make up the group being targeted.
Equipment such as tractors and

Young fishers training workshop

mains one of government’s core
strategies to promote growth and
socio-economic development and
the goal of the Youth Agri-Entrepreneurial Project is to foster a commercialize agri-business approach to
farming.
With the use of improved technological innovations and adoption
involving existing farmers, the YAEP
will act as a catalyst that will attract
the youth and get them interested in
agriculture. Various technologies will
be introduced to the project to help
erase the stigma that young people
have associated with agriculture and
to develop a new mindset as to the
opportunities that are available on
becoming an agric-entrepreneur.
One of the biggest hurdles confronting young people in starting off

other implements, irrigation facilities
and green houses will be included
as part of the project to create the
right atmosphere for the new agric
business approach being introduced
to the youth. Opportunities also exist
for the new entrants to introduce new
technology and diversify to the agricultural base.
A grant of EC$3.66 million is already procured from CARICOM Development Fund (CDF) to assist with
the implementation of the project.
Financial resources are being made
available under the Saint Lucia Development Bank’s Youth Enterprise
Equity Fund (YEEF) to support operations. Credit facilities will therefore
be made available for continuity
through the SLDB which is part and
parcel of the project.
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Ready Set Go

T

he countdown has begun!
In four years Saint Lucia will
host the 2017 Commonwealth
Youth Games (CYG). To bring
the spirit of the Games to our schools
the Ministry of Youth Development
and Sports has designed the 2017
Pursuit of Excellence school campaign. Throughout the academic
year, Ministry officials and sports personalities visited schools in order to
sensitise students about the Commonwealth Youth Games along with
the health, economic and professional advantages of engaging in
sports. To date, the road shows have
visited the Gros Islet Primary, Deniere
Riviere Combined, Plain View Combined and Vieux Fort Primary Schools
as the CYG targets athletes who are
currently nine (9) years old to thirteen
12
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(13) years of age as they would meet
the age requirement for the Games
– minimum of fourteen (14) years and
maximum of eighteen (18) years.
The Commonwealth Youth Games
is an international multi-sport event.
The first Games were held in Edinburgh, Scotland in August 2000
where 733 athletes from 14 countries
competed in 8 sports over 3 days.
Saint Lucia will host the sixth Commonwealth Youth Games in 2017.
Over 1,000 athletes and officials from
around the Commonwealth will take
part in the Games. The event will include an opening and closing ceremony, in addition to a cultural day,
where locals and visitors to the island
will experience cultural activities that
are uniquely Saint Lucian.
The country has only produced

one medallist since the inception
of the game. Jeannelle Scheper
earned herself a silver medal in High
Jump at the 2011 Commonwealth
Youth Games which were held in Isle
of Man. To date, the Government of
Saint Lucia has appointed a local
organising committee to ensure that
the Games will be a success. The
vast number of opportunities that
the Games will bring to the island
will not only be in publicity but it is
a time where parents can encourage their children to seriously take
part in sports and compete in an
international event. For its part, the
Ministry of Youth Development and
Sports will be equipping specialised
coaches and sessions to get athletes
ready for the 2017 Commonwealth
Youth Games.

Education Corner

Our population demographics would indicate that quite a number
of our youth are parents. We may not need a census to verify this as
we often see quite a significant number of youthful parents attending parent/ teacher meetings, registering students at schools and attending doctors’ clinics among other things. Many a young parent is
quite often made the scapegoat for the negative behavior, attitude
and performance of their children. In this issue of What’s Next, the
Education Corner will focus on some tips for young parents as to how
best help their children improve their reading at school.
As a matter of fact these tips would be for all parents.
1. Reading with your child is vital.
2. It is best to read little but often.
3. Set aside some time each day for reading with your child.
4. If your child enjoys talking about the content of any page, linger
over it and talk about it for as long as you like.
It has been shown that reading with your child is the single most important thing you can do to develop your child’s learning skills. Further it must be recognized that books contain much more than words
and pictures. They also contain new ideas and information for you
and your child.

How you can help your child who is reluctant to read?

Mistakes are a natural part of learning. All successful learners are not
afraid to make mistakes. Parents can help by being positive towards
the child’s efforts in learning to read.
1. Accept where your child is at: Do not compare reading progress
with your child’s brother or sister. We all learn at different rates.
2. Take the pressure off: It is okay for your child to make mistakes. Say
“have a go” to encourage efforts.
3. Praise where appropriate: Praise your child for making attempts
or for seeking help. Even if the attempt is not what you want or
expected. Say, “good try!” Praise your child when he/she is successful too. Say, “Good figuring out!” or “Good job!”
4. Keep the books simple: Provide books your child can manage.
Adults normally find books we are comfortable with. It is similar for
children.
5. Allow time for thinking: Your child often needs time to take in what
he/she reads. You should not be too quick to supply the answer.
We run the risk of children sitting back and letting us do the work.
6. Relax: Stop and do something else if your child gets too frustrated
or too tired. Read to your child instead. You are still helping your
child gain some meaning and language, learning more about
books and the world in general. These are all important, especially
for the beginning reader or the older child having difficulties.

Six tips for helping your child enjoy books
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Enroll your child in the library and visit the library as often as possible.
Encourage the child to takeout CDs as well as books.
Talk about stories and books and develop a love for them.
Schedule a regular time for reading-perhaps just before bedtime.
Look for books that you know your child is interested in.
Make sure that children’s books are within reach around the
house.
It has often been said that a parent is the child’s first teacher. As
a young parent you ought to take on that role seriously. Enrolling
the child at school is good, providing the uniform is good as well but
helping directly to improve your child’s academic ability is even better. And there is no better way to improve on that academic ability
but by providing the environment which fosters an interest in reading.

Adapted from the work of Dr. Desmond Brooms.

Legal Information
Employment of Children
& Young Persons - Part I
By Andy George
Barrister, Solicitor, Notary Royal, Registered Trademark Agent
The Labour Code of Saint Lucia Number 37 of 2006, Division 9 at
Section 122 specifies that (1) ‘Notwithstanding Section 18(2) and
subject to Subsection (2), a person shall not employ or allow to be
employed any child who is under the minimum school leaving age
as declared by any law in force in Saint Lucia except for employment during school holidays in light work.’
Section 18(2) stipulates that a minor may enter into a contract
of employment only with the written consent of his or her parent or
guardian. NB: a child ceases to be a minor at age eighteen (18),
which is referred to as the age of majority.
The abovementioned sections clearly allow a limited form of employment of a child or young person below eighteen (18) years of
age. The restriction is placed in the legislation to ensure that every
child or young person be afforded the opportunity to obtain an
education, as well as to prevent child labour exploitation and/or
slavery.
Section 122(2) also stipulates that a person may not employ or
allow to be employed a child or young person in employment that
is inappropriate for a person of that age, being work that places
at risk the child or young person’s well-being, education, safety,
physical or mental health, or spiritual, moral or social development.
(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to:
(a) work done by children or young persons in technical schools as
part of their school programme which is approved and supervised by the relevant public authority; for example, the Castries
Comprehensive Secondary School;
(b) work done under an order of detention in a reformatory or industrial school where such work is approved and supervised
by the relevant public authority; for example, the Boys Training
Centre;
(c) work done by children on job training or work experience activities where such work is approved and supervised by the relevant public authority; for example, job training or placement
schemes at Secondary Schools;
(d) non-hazardous work done as a community service or for a
charity outside normal school hours where such work does not
prejudice the child’s capacity to benefit from the instruction received; for example social or school/ club group charity events;
(e) work done by members of a recognized youth organization
which is engaged collectively in such employment for the purpose of fund raising for such organization or charity outside of
normal school hours where such work does not prejudice the
child’s capacity to benefit from the instruction received; for
example, social or school/club group charity events;

To be continued in the next issue....
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Calendar of Events 2013
Monday 24th September

Saturday 28th September

Monday 1st October

Gros Islet Secondary
School Mathematics
Quiz begins

Castries Comprehensive
Evening with the Stars
activity

Gros Iset Open day
Creole Heritage
Month Begins

Friday 5th October

Tuesday 23rd October

World Teachers’ Day

Monday 15th October
Gros Islet Form 5
Mock Exams

Friday 26th October

Sunday 28th October

Thursday 31st October

Jounen Kweyol
Activities in schools

Jounen Kweyol Activities in
host communities

Creole Heritage Month
ends

Tuesday 2nd October

Thursday 1st November

Monday 12th November

Start of Secoday School
Under 16 and Under 19
Netball, Football and
Basketball tournament

Mathematics Month
Begins

Secondary Schools Choir
Competition (Preliminaries
Begins)

Friday 16th November

Thursday 22nd November

Wednesday 28th November

Preliminaries of Seconday
School Choir Competition
ends

St. Celilia’s Day

Gros Islet Secondary
School Fun Walk

14
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CAMDU Secondary
School Jennes
Kweyol Pageant

